
Text LB S. 92-93 narrator`s perspective/point of view

Durcharbeiten und aufschreiben LB S. 204 narrator + point of view, lernen

Zusatzinformation durcharbeiten und lernen

first-person narrator: character in the story, if main character then protagonist narrator; refers to
                                  herself or himself with first person pronouns like I, we, my …

third-person narrator: not a character in the story, refers to the characters in the story with third-
                                   person pronouns like he, she, they, his …

limited narrator: does not know/ does not tell everything about the story; characters, action
                           (emotions, thoughts, ...)

omniscient narrator: knows/ tells everything about the story, characters, action (emotions
                                 thoughts ...)

selective omniscient narrator: knows everything about one character/aspect of the story, but not
                                                everything about everybody, therefore finally limited 

objective/neutral/impartial narrator: does not give his own opinion (neither directly nor indirectly), 
                                                          does not make personal comments

subjective narrator: gives his opinion directly or in directly, shows sympathy for a character, even
                                can give personal comments

Language advice: The story is told from the first-person point of view/ narrative perspective.
                      But: The story is told by a first-person narrator.

Aufgabe

Analyze/ Explain the narrative perspective the story is told from. Write a coherent text.

Die folgenden Aspekte sollten in deinem Lösungstext enthalten sein, einschließlich entsprechender 
Zeilenangaben, um Textbezug herzustellen:

-third-person point of view – refers to the characters with she or he, narrator is not a character of the

 story

-limited pointof view or selective omniscient – knows a lot about the young woman – her thoughts,

 feelings, inner fight, life..., but not a lot about the father or the young salesman …

-objective: is close to the young woman, but finally it is not clear if the narrator has more empathy

  for the young woman or the father, just tells us the story and we as the readers have to make up our

  minds on our own


